Cowry Calgary - Base Cabinets Install

A. Find stub wall and mark

B. Measure 34 1/2" and mark

C. Shim up

D. Diagram showing base cabinet, level line, plumb, level front-to-back, shims, level side-to-side

E. Use 2 1/2" or 3" screws and screw to the stub wall

F. Drill hole first, then use 1 1/4" screw

Start with corner cabinets first and level top and front
Cowry Calgary - Wall Cabinets Install

A. Find stub wall and mark

B. Level up top and front

C. Top: Screw in the 2 1/2” area

D. Bottom: Drill hole first and screw

E. Clamp

F. Drill hole first, then use 1 1/4” screw